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We give a measurable selection theorem which generalizes von Neumann- 
Aumann’s theorem when the domain of definition is an abstract measurable 
space and the range space is a Suslin space. 
As application we give a measurable implicit function theorem and a parame- 
trized version of Choquet’s theorem on integral representation. 
In the appendix of his thesis [6, p. 1221 Castaing gave the principle 
of a demonstration of von Neumann’s theorem [13, Lemma 5, 
p. 4481, using a theorem on measurable selections [14; 9; 6, Theor. 5.21. 
In the same way Valadier gave a more general theorem for Suslin 
spaces [15, p. 8, Theor. 0.61. Recently [l] Aumann generalized von 
Neumann’s theorem when the domain of definition is an abstract 
measurable space and the range space is a Lusin space. In this paper 
we will generalize Aumann’s result when the domain of definition is a 
measurable space and the range space is a Suslin space. 
There are many applications of the selection theorem. We shall refer 
to [2, 6, 7, 8, 12, 151 f or examples. We shall only give here two 
applications of this theorem: a measurable implicit function theorem 
and a parametrized version of Choquet’s theorem; the last result 
has already been obtained by Valadier under different assumptions by 
using different techniques [15, p. 29, Cor. 1.111. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let us first recall some results we shall use in the following. 
A Suslin space S is a Hausdorff topological space such that there 
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exist a Polish space P and a continuous and onto mapping p from P 
onto S. 
A Suslin space is a Lindelof space according to the definition given 
by Schwartz (i.e., for any family of open sets (O&, in this space, 
there exists a countable subfamily (On)noN such that Uip, Oi = 
UneM 0,). It is well known that a Polish space is a Lindelijf space 
[3, p. 40, Prop. 131. Let X be a Suslin space and p be a continuous 
mapping from a Polish space P onto X. Let (O&, be a family of 
open subsets of X; (P-~(OJ)~~, is a family of open subsets of P; since 
P is a Lindelof space there exists a countable subfamily such that 
Thus, 
&-vi) = u P-W)* 
nei-4 
p-l (u Oi) = p-’ ( u on) > iEI ncN 
and since p is onto, it follows 
This implies that X is a Lindelof space. 
The product X x X’ of two Suslin spaces X and X’ is a Suslin 
space, and the Bore1 u-field d(X x X’) on X x X’ is the product of 
the Bore1 u-fields s(X) @ S(X’). Let Q be an open subset of X x X’; 
Q is union of open subsets A, x Ai’, Ai and Ai’ being open in X and 
X’ respectively. Since X x X’ is a Suslin space, hence a Lindelof 
space, Q is a union of a countable subfamily: 
Q = u A, x A,‘. 
neN 
Thus D belongs to b(X) @ 23(X’), so d(X x X’) = d(X) @23(X’). 
Let (Q, 2l) and (X, 3E) be two measurable spaces. A mappingf from 
Q to X is measurable iff-‘(A) belongs to 2l for every A in X. 
Let r be a set-valued function from Q to nonempty subsets of X. 
A mapping (T from .Q to X is a selection of r if 
Let us recall the following theorems [13, Lemma 5, p. 448; 6, 
p. 39, Theor. 5.2; 15, p. 8, Theor. 0.61 which are fundamental in the 
proof of Theorem 3. 
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THEOREM 1. Let p be a continuous mapping from a Polish space P 
onto a Hausdorff topological space X. Let d(P) be the Bore1 a-field on P 
and G(X) the u-field on X generated by the Suslin subsets of X. Then 
there exists a mapping o from X to P such that: 
(a) p o u(x) = x, Qx E X, 
(b) o-l(A) E G(X), VA E B(P). 
THEOREM 2. Let X and X’ be Suslin spaces and Pa set-valuedfunction 
deJned on X with values in nonempty subsets of X’, and whose graph 
G(P) is a Suslin space. Let b(X’) be the Bore1 u-field on X’ and 6(X) 
be the u-Jield on X generated by the Suslin subsets of X. Then there 
exists a selection u of P such that 
a-‘(A) E G(X), VA E S(X). 
2. SEPARABLE MEASURABLE SPACES 
We give here some classical properties of separable measurable 
spaces [lo, p. 137, Theor. 2.11 which we use later. 
A measurable space (52, %!I) is separable if the u-field ?I is countably 
generated and separates the points of IR (if given any pair of different 
points (w, w’) there exists a subset A in 2I such that X”(W) # ~Jo’), 
where xa is the characteristic function of A). 
Two measurable spaces (Sz, 2I) and (52’, ‘C) are isomorphic if there 
exists a one-to-one mapping f from 52 onto 52’ such that f and f-l 
are measurable. 
Now let E be the standard space (0, l}“. If each factor (0, l} is 
equipped with the discrete topology and E is equipped with the 
product topology, then E is a compact metrizable space; we shall note 
23(E) the Bore1 u-field on E. For every subspace X of this compact 
metrizable space, denote by S(X) the Bore1 u-field of X. 
We have the following. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (52, a) be a separable measurable space. There 
exists a subspace X of E = (0, I>” such that the measurable spaces (Sz, a) 
and (X, b(X)) are isomorphic. 
Proof. E admits a countable base of open subsets of the form 
u?l = G = (%),,N I %I = 1) 
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or 
U,’ = {ix = (qJ1)& 1 x, = O}. 
The Bore1 a-field 23(E) on E is then generated by (U,JnPN and 
the Bore1 a-field S(X) on any subspace X of E is generated by 
(Un n XL& * 
Since (Q, ‘$I) is a separable measurable space, there exists a sequence 
(B,JncM generating ‘8; the algebra generated by (Bn)naN is countable; 
then by reindexing we can note {A, , n E N} this algebra; manifestly 
(/QnsN generates 9l. 
First we will prove that (/JJnehl separates the points of 52. For each o 
in Sz denote by 6~ and 6,: 
8 = {w’ Es-2 1 XA”(W) = x,&o’), Vn E Iv}, 
Ku = {A E cu 1 x&o) = XA(W’), VW’ E c;}. 
Using a classical argument on monotone class, we check easily 
that &,, = 2I, so that: 
c;, = {w’ E Q 1 x,&J) = x,4(d), VA E ‘a}. 
Given any pair ( o, w’) of different points in Q, there exists a subset 
A in !2I such that XJ(W) # xA(w’), so that CO’ does not belong to cj; 
hence c = {w} and (A&+, separates the points of 52. 
Let us define a mapping v from 52 to E: 
v,(w) = (x.4,(w>)ndw . 
Since bQnP~ separates points of Q, q is injective and defines a 
one-to-one correspondence between IR and a subset X of E. 
For each n in N we have: 
Then CJI defines a one-to-one correspondence between (A,JneN and 
(UT% n XL& F and ‘p-l are measurable and this proves that the 
measurable spaces (a, 2I) and (X, s(X)) are isomorphic. 
The following proposition gives sufficient conditions for a mapping 
to have a measurable graph. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let(X, X)b e a measurable space, (Q, 2X) a separable 
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measurable space and p a measurable mapping from X to 52. Then the 
graph of p belongs to X @ 2l. 
Proof. Let G(p) be the graph of p. 
G(p) = {(x, w) E -~ x Q I PC4 = 4, 
G(p) = {(x, w> E X x Q I(P x Q&x, w) 6 44, 
where d, is the diagonal of Q and I, the identity mapping of 52. 
G(P) = (P x Qd-Vd. 
Since the mapping p x ?I, is a measurable mapping from (X x Sz, 
3E @ 2I) to (Sz x Q, 91 @ a), it is sufficient to show that d, belongs to 
2I @ 2.I. 
(s2, 9I) is a separable measurable space; then by Proposition 1, there 
exists a subspace Y of E = (0, l>” such that (Q, VI) and (Y, 2I!( Y)) are 
isomorphic, and (Q x Q, ‘2I @ ‘?I) and (Y x Y, B(Y) @ 23(Y)) are 
isomorphic too. 
The diagonal d, of E is closed and then a Bore1 subset of E x E. 
Since E is a metrizable compact space, ‘B(E x E) = 23(E) @ 23(E) and 
d, belongs to b(E) @ d(E). S ince d, = d, n Y x Y, d, belongs to 
(13(Y) @I b(Y), and d, belongs to 210 9I. 
3. SELECTION THEOREM 
We are now ready to extend the Aumann’s selection theorem [l]. 
Let (Q, ‘$I) be a measurable space. A subset A of Q is universally 
measurable if A is p-measurable for any bounded positive measure TV 
on (Q, ‘$I); the completed o-field ‘@ of 21 is the a-field of universally 
measurable subsets of .Q. The u-field ‘8 is complete if 2l = a. 
Particularly if 9l[, is the o-field of all p-measurable subsets of Q, 211, is 
complete since we have two inclusions ‘2I,, C ‘%, and ‘@I, C ‘%,, . 
LEMMA 1. Let (Sz, ‘2l) and (Q’, ‘W) be two measurable spaces and 
q~ a measurable mapping form 52 to Q’. Let $1 and @i’ be the completed 
a-Jields of 2I and ‘?I’ respectively. Then q is measurable from. (Q, 3) to 
(A-r, ciz’). 
Proof. Given any A’ in a’, it is sufficient to show that q~l(A’) 
belongs to ‘%, i.e., y-‘(A’) is p-measurable for every bounded positive 
measure p on (12, ‘8). Let h = p1(~) be the image of /J by the mapping 
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q. Then A’ is h-measurable and there exist a subset B’ in ‘3 and a 
h-null subset N’ of Q’ such that A’ = B’ u N’. Since N’ is h-null, 
there exists a X-null C’ in 2l’ such that N’ C C’. Since h = p)(p), it 
follows that 
A(C’) = p(ql(C’)) = 0. 
But q-l(C’) belongs to au, is p-null and contains p-l(W); we have 
tp-l(A’) = I$-‘(B’) u cp-l(W), 
where p-l(W) is p-null and y-l(B’) belongs to 2I; this implies that 
~-1(/l’) is p-measurable. 
The following proposition is a first extension of Theorem 2. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let (52, ‘?I) b e a separable measurable space, (X, 3E) 
a Suslin space with its Bore1 a-field, and I’ a set-valued function from 
Sz to nonempty subsets of X whose graph G(r) belongs to 2I @ X. Let 
‘$i be the completed o-$eld of Cu. Then I’ admits a selection CJ such that 
a-l(A) E a, VAE~. 
Proof. (Q, 2l) is a separable measurable space and by Proposition 1 
there exists a subspace Y of the standard space E = (0, l}” such that 
( K s(Y)) and (Q, a> are isomorphic; let T be a measurable mapping 
from D to E defining this isomorphism. (Q x X, 2l@ 3E) and 
(Y x x qy) 0 3) are also isomorphic. E and X are Suslin spaces, 
so that b(E) @ X = 8(E x X), and ?8( Y) @ 3E = 23(Y x X) is the 
Bore1 a-field on Y x X. 
Let us define a set-valued function l-” from Y = v(Q) to nonempty 
subsets of X. 
r’(rp(w)) = %J), VWES‘?. 
Then the graph G(r’) of I’ ’ is the image of the graph G(r) of r by 
the mapping y x llx and belongs to 23(Y) @ 3E. Hence G(F) is a Bore1 
subset of Y x X, and there exists a Bore1 subset A, of E x X such 
that 
It follows that 
Let 
G(F) = A, n Y x X. 
Y = proj,G(F). 
Xl = proj,A, . 
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Then Y is included in X,; let us denote by yr the injective 
measurable mapping from (Q, ‘$I) to (X, , 23(X,)) defined by 
dw) = dw), VWEQ. 
Let r, now be the set-valued function from XI to nonempty 
subsets of X whose graph is A, . We now assert that 
~l(Vl(~N = mG>>l Vt.OEQ. 
For every y in Y we have 
F(Y) = wSV”) n (~1 x 4, 
T,(Y) = pro.idWd n (~1 x Xl. 
Since G(r’) = G(r,) n Y x X it follows that 
and 
G(F) n {y} x X = G(T,) n {y] x X 
r’(Y) = rl(Y)* 
A, is a Bore1 subset of the Suslin space E x X; hence A, and X, are 
Suslin spaces. r, is then a set-valued function from the Suslin space XI 
to nonempty subsets of the Suslin space X, and its graph G(I’,) = A, 
is a Suslin space. Let (5(X,) be the a-field on XI generated by the 
Suslin subsets of XI . We know from theorem 2 that there exists a 
measurable mapping ~r from (X, , G(X,)) to (X, 3E) such that 
Every Suslin subset of XI is universally measurable [5, p. 49, 
Prop. 31; we have 23(X,) C 86,) and the selection ur of r, is a 
measurable mapping from (X, , !&$)) to (X, 3). 
Denote by cr the mapping or o v1 . We assert that u satisfies the 
required properties. It is obvious that (T is a selection of r. Furthermore 
q1 is a measurable mapping from (Q, ‘%) to (X, , b(X,)); by Lemma 1, 
v1 is also a measurable mapping from (Sz, ‘$i) to (XI, !6$?r)); it 
follows that (T is a measurable mapping from (Q, @z) to (X, 3E). This 
achieves the proof. 
The following theorem generalizes von Neumann-Aumann’s 
selection theorem. 
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THEOREM 3. Let (Q, ‘?I) b e a complete measurable space, (X, X) a 
Suslin space with its Bore1 a-jeld, and P a set-valued function from Q 
to nonempty subsets of X whose graph G(P) belongs to ‘8 @ X. Then I’ 
admits a measurable selection, i.e., there exists a mapping a from J.2 to X 
such that 
(a) c~(w) E F(w), VW E 0, 
(b) a-l(A) E 2I, VA E XE. 
We need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, the graph of P 
belongs to a sub-cr-Jield ‘W @ 3E of !H @ 3E, where 8’ is a countably 
generated sub-a-field of aI. 
Proof. Let tX be the set of members A of ‘?I @ X such that there 
exists a countably generated sub-o-field 2t’ of ‘$I with A in ‘+?I’ @ X. 
(5 contains every measurable rectangle B x C, with B in $2 and C 
in X; 0: contains any finite union of measurable rectangles, and is a 
monotone class. By the monotone class theorem it follows that 
0 = 21 @ X, so that G(r) belongs to 6. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let %I be a countably generated sub-u-field 
of ‘Iu such that G(r) belongs to a’ @ X; the existence of !!I is furnished 
by Lemma 2. Therefore ‘8’ is generated by a countable algebra 
i&z 2 12 E N>. 
Let us define in D the equivalence relation 
OJ - w’ CJ X&J) = x,4(w’), VA E ‘u’, 
and denote by d the equivalence class of a point O. Let J,& be the 
quotient space of Q under this equivalence relation and r the canonical 
mapping from Q onto Q, . 
We shall construct a u-field ‘Xr on 52, such that the measurable space 
(Q, , a,) is separable and such that there exists a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between ?I and %?I1 . Put 
211 = {?r(A)j A E a’>. 
Then XI, is a u-field on 0,; 21u, is generated by (@In)&,, , hence 
countably generated. 
Given any pair (&, A’) of different points in Sz, , o and W’ are not 
equivalent and there exists A in ‘$I’ such that 
XA(W) z x,4(4, 
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or equivalently, 
Xnd~) f Xn(A)w)~ 
This shows that ‘?I, separates points in Q, , and (Q, , 21z,) is a separable 
measurable space. 
Every A in 2l’ is closed under the equivalence relation because 
n-IT(A) = A so that n is a one-to-one correspondence between ‘$I’ 
and ‘u, . 
Therefore rr x 21x is a one-to-one correspondence between 2l’ @ 3E 
and 2Ir @ 3E. But G(r) belongs to ‘?I’ @ AI, then (,r x %,)(G(r)) 
belongs to 211, @ X and is the graph of a set-vaIued function I’, 
defined on Sz, satisfying the assumptions of Proposition 3. 
Then there exists a measurable mapping or from (J2r , @r) to 
(X, X) such that 
46) E r&J), wJE!2,. 
Put 0 = or o X. We assert that u is a required selection of r. 
Given any point w in Sz, first we check that r is constant on &. Let 
c5:,={AEW@31A,* =A,,Vw’EL;)) 
where A, is the projection on X of A n {CO> x X. 
0, contains any finite union of measurable rectangles B, x Ci, 
where Bi belongs to ‘%’ and Ci belongs to X; 6:, is a monotone class, 
so that 6, = N’ @ X and G(F) belongs to a:, . Since G(r),,, = F(O), 
I’ is constant on 61 and 
rl@) = r(w), VOJEf.6. 
Since a(w) = 1( ) o d we have (a). It remains to prove (b). v is a 
measurable mapping from (52, 91’) to (Q, , au,) and is a fortiori a 
measurable mapping from (Q, 3) to (Q, , ‘?I,); by Lemma 1, TT is also 
a measurable mapping from (9, a) to (Sz, ‘@,) since 2I = ‘&. This 
shows that u is measurable, i.e., 
a-l(A) E ru, VAE3E. 
COROLLARY 1. Let (L?,%) b e a measurable space, (X, X) a Suslin 
space with its Bore1 a-jeld, and r a set-valued function from Sz to 
nonempty subsets of X whose graph G(r) is measurable (i.e., belongs to 
2I @ X). Then there exists a mapping CT from Q to X such that: 
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(a) O(W) E r(w), VW E Q, 
(b) o-l(A) E ‘&, VA E 3E. 
Proof. Indeed (Sz, 58) is a complete measurable space and the graph 
G(r) of r belongs to ‘$I @ 3E. 
COROLLARY 2. Let (X,3) b e a Suslin space with its Bore1 a-field 
and (Q, 2I) a separable measurable space. Let p be a measurable mapping 
from (X, X) onto (Sz, 21). Th en there exists a mapping (T from a to X 
such that 
(a) p 0 U(W) = w, VW E Q, 
(b) a-‘(A) E ‘$i, VA E 3E. 
Proof. The mapping p is onto, and we may define on Sz a set- 
valued function r with values in nonempty subsets of X. 
T(w) = p-‘(w), VOJEQ. 
The graph of r is also the graph of p and belongs to 3E @ 21 by 
Proposition 2. Then Corollary 2 follows from Corollary 1. 
Remark. Theorem 3 is valid for any measurable space (X, 3E) 
which is isomorphic to a Suslin space with its Bore1 a-field. 
4. PROJECTION THEOREM 
The proof of this theorem is based on the same technique which is 
used for the selection theorem 3 as remarked by Aumann [l]. We give 
here a proof of this theorem for the convenience of the reader. 
THEOREM 4. Let (9, 2I) be a complete measurable space, and 
(X, X) a Suslin space with its Bore1 a-field. If G belongs to 2I @ X, 
then proj,(G) belongs to 2I. 
Proof. By Lemma 2 of Theorem 3 there exists a countably 
generated sub-u-field 2I’ of 2I such that G belongs to %I’ @ 3E. Let us 
as before denote by Sz, the quotient space of 9 under the equivalence 
relation 
w - OJ’ 0 X&J) = XA(W’), VA E ru’, 
and ?r the canonical mapping from Q onto Sz, . n is a one-to-one 
correspondence between 21’ and a u-field 9& on Q, . The space 
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(Qr , 5?lu,) is a separable measurable space and there exists a subspace Y 
of the standard space E: (0, l}” such that (Q, ,2&) and (Y, b(Y)) are 
isomorphic. Let CJI be the injective mapping from Q, to E which 
defines this isomorphism and p = CJI o 7~. p is a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between 2V and B(Y) and p x 1, is a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between %I @ X and 8(Y) @ X. 
Since G belongs to ‘%I’ 0 3E, G’ = (p x I,)(G) belongs to 23(Y) @ 3E 
and G’ is a Bore1 subset of Y x X (see Proposition 3); there exists 
a Bore1 subset B in E x X such that 
G’ =BnYxX. 
B is a Suslin space and its projection proj,(B) on E is also a Suslin 
space, hence universally measurable [5, p. 49, Prop. 31, so that 
proj,(B) belongs to %6), 
We have 
projO =(OJEQ 1 &EX: (qx)~G} 
= {f.lJESZ / 3xEX: (p(w),x)EG’} 
so that 
=p-l(y~EI 3x~X:(y,x)~B}, 
w-&(G) = PkrC@)l. 
p is a measurable mapping from (9, 2I’) to (E, 23(E)) and is a 
fortiori a measurable mapping from (Q, ‘$l) to (E, 8(E)); by Lemma 1 
p is also a measurable mapping from (Q, 2I) to (E, S$)) since 2I = ‘k 
This shows that projo belongs to 2I. 
5. MEASURABLE IMPLICIT FUNCTION THEOREM 
As application of Theorem 3 we shall first give a measurable 
implicit function theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let (Q, %) be a complete measurable space, (X, 3E) a 
Suslin space with its Bore1 o-Jield and (Q, , 2&) a separable measurable 
space. Let h be a measurable mapping from (52 x X, 9I @ X) to (.Q, , ‘%,) 
and g a measurable mapping from (Q, 2I) to (Sz, , au,). Let r be a set- 
valued function from 52 to nonempty subsets of X whose graph G(r) 
belongs to ‘u @ 3E such that 
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Then r admits a measurable selection a such that 
h(w, U(W)) = g(w), VWEQ. 
Proof. Let us consider the set-valued function d from s2 to non- 
empty subsets of X. 
d(w) = {x E qu)l h(w, x) = g(w)). 
If G(d) and G(r) are the graphs of d and r respectively, G(d) = 
G(r) n A where A is the following set. 
Let 
A = {(co, x) E 52 x X 1 h(w, x) = g(w)}. 
cp(w, 4 = (h(w, 4, g(w))- 
q~ is a measurable mapping from (Q x X, ‘?I @ 3E) to (Q, x Sz, , 
‘%i @ ‘8,) and A = y-l(d,J where A,1 is the diagonal of Q, . 
Since (a,, %!I,) is a separable measurable space, da1 belongs to 
2& @ ‘8, (see Proposition 2), so that A belongs to 9l @ 3E, and G(d) 
belongs to ‘u @ 3E too. 
Since g(w) belongs to h(w, r(o)), d has nonempty values and by 
Theorem 3, d admits a measurable selection a. Since d(w) is included 
in F(w), a is also a measurable selection of I’ and h(w, U(W)) = g(w); 
that proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY 3. Theorem 5 remains true if (Q, , ‘?I,) is a Suslin space 
with its Bore1 a-field. 
Proof. It suffices for this to note that the diagonal d+ of Q, belongs 
to tq @ 9x1. 
Remark. When X is a Lusin space and J?, a Polish space, 3E and ‘u, 
their Bore1 a-fields, Castaing [8] showed that the mapping h is 
measurable when the following conditions are satisfied. 
(a) VW E Q, the mapping x -+ h(w, x) is continuous; 
(b) Vx E X, the mapping w ---t h(w, x) is measurable. 
6. PARAMETRIZED VERSION OF CHOQUET'S INTEGRAL 
REPRESENTATION THEOREM 
As application of the previous theorems we shall now give a 
parametrized version of Choquet’s theorem [ll, p. 282, Theor. 251 
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which has been studied by Valadier [15, p. 29, Cor. I .l I] with other 
methods. 
Let K be a convex metrizable compact subspace of a locally convex 
Hausdorff space E. Let I? be the set of extreme points of K; given any 
point x in K there exists [l I, p. 282, Theor. 251 a probability measure 
h on K such that 
(a) *X(K) = 1, 
(b) (Y, x> = J-K (Y, 0 Ydt)> VY E E’, 
where E’ is the dual of E. This result may be extended to a family 
(rtw)LJEn of convex metrizable compact spaces connected with a 
set-valued function r (Theorem 7). We shall need for this a result 
concerning the graph of a set-valued function with values in a space of 
probability measures (Theorem 6). 
Let X be a completely regular Suslin space and X its Bore1 u-field; 
every bounded positive measure on the measurable space (X, 3E) 
is a Radon measure [5, p. 49, Prop. 31. If ml(X) is the space of 
probability measures on X equipped with the narrow topology, 
‘!UF(X) is a Suslin space [5, p. 62, Cor. 21. Let S(‘%Qi(X)) be its Bore1 
u-field. 
LEMMA 3. Let X be a completely regular Suslin space and ‘W(X) 
the space of probability Radon measures on X equipped with the narrow 
topology. For any Bore1 subset A of X the mapping q~.., defined on !W(X) 
by P)&) = h(A) is Borel. 
Proof. Let 23 be the set of Bore1 subsets A of X such that pa is 
Borel. 
The characteristic function xv of an open subset U of X is lower- 
semicontinuous and bounded on X, and the mapping vu is lower- 
semicontinuous [5, p. 59, Prop. 61, hence Borkl, so that b contains the 
open subsets of X. 
Given any open subset U and any closed subset F in X, we have 
h(UnF) = h(U) - h(Un compF), VA E ?JP(X), 
p)CJnF = vi7 - ~UI-I c!omp F Y  
where camp F is the complement, of F U and U n camp F are open 
in X, so that vcmF is Bore1 and U n F belongs to $. 
b contains any finite union of such subsets Vi n Fi; b is a monotone 
class, so that b = a(X) [I 1, p. 27, Theorem. 191 and P)~ is Bore1 for 
any Bore1 subset A in X. 
We have the following. 
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THEOREM 6. Let (X, 3E) b e a completely regular Suslin space with its 
Bore1 u-field. If P is a set-valued function from a measurable space 
(Q, ‘3) to nonempty subsets of X, let Z be the set-valued function with 
values in nonempty subsets of !IW(X), defined by 
Z(uJ) = {A E !m(X)l h(r(w)) = l}, VwEa. 
Let S(‘W(X)) be the Bore1 o-field on ‘W(X) equipped with the narrow 
topology. If the graph G(P) of P belongs to 2I @ X, then the graph G(Z) 
of Z belongs to ‘9I @ B(‘W(X)). 
Proof. Given a point w in Q, let E, be the Dirac measure at w, and 
let X be a probability measure on X; E, @ h is a probability measure 
on (Q x X, 9I @ X). Any subset G in 2I @ X is E, @ X-measurable. 
Let us define a function z,& on Q x roZi(X). 
1crc(w, 4 = (co 0 4(G), V(u, A) El2 x %w(X). 
Let 6 be the set of members G of 2l @ 3E such that & is a measurable 
function on (Q X W(X), 91 @ S(YJP(X))). 
Given any A in ‘8 and B in 3E we have 
$AXB(W 4 = XA(W) x W) = X/l(W) x %(A) 
where xA is the characteristic function of A and yB defined by 
%(4 = Wh VA E ml(x). 
It follows by Lemma 3 that qa is Borel; therefore #AXB is a 
measurable function on (Q x W(X), 2l @ S(!JJP(X))), so that A x B 
belongs to 6;. 
CC contains any finite union of disjoint subsets of the form A, x Bi 
with Ai in 91 and Bi in S since we have 
h~,~A~xBi = El $AiXBi * 
CC is a monotone class, so that CC = 2l @ X [I 1, p. 27, Theor. 191 
and G(r) belongs to (5. 
Let 
Gl = {(co, A) E Q x W(X)l(t-, @ h)(G(I-‘)) = I}, 
G = &:i-AUh 
so that G, belongs to 9l @ S(‘W(X)). 
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By Fubini’s theorem, we have 
so that G, = G(Z) and G(Z) belongs to 2l @ S(‘W(X)). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let X be a convex compact subspace of the weak 
dual E’ of a separable Frechet space E, and 3E its Bore1 a-Jield. Let r 
be a set-valued function from a complete measurable space (Sz, 2t) to 
nonempty closed convex subsets of X, whose graph G(r) belongs to 
‘?I @ 3E. Let %V(X) be the space of probability measures on X equipped 
with the vague topology, and S(‘W(X)) be its Bore1 a-Jield. Let f be a 
measurable selection of r. Then there exists a measurable mapping A from 
(52, 3) to (‘W(X), S(‘W(X)) such that for any w in Q we have 
(4 L(&4) = 1, 
(b) <r,f (4) = J-x (Y, x> Udx), VY E E. 
Proof. Since E is a separable Frechet space, E is barrelIed [4, p. 2, 
Prop. l] and every compact subspace of its weak dual E’ is equicon- 
tinuous and metrizable (Ascoli’s theorem) [4, p. 65, Theor. 1 and 
p. 66, Prop. 31, so that X is a metrizable convex compact space. 
The set-valued function p defined on Q by 
P(w) = +o), VWEQ, 
takes values in nonempty subsets of X and its graph G(p) belongs to 
9.I @ x [7]. 
Let us denote by Z; 
‘qw) = {A E !w(X)l h(&J)) = l}. 
Z1 takes values in nonempty subsets of the metrizable compact space 
W(X), and its graph G(&) belongs to 2I @ S(‘W(X)) by Theorem 6, 
because X is compact and the narrow topology and the vague topology 
coincide on ‘W(X). 
Given any probability measure h on X, let us denote by x,, the 
barycenter of h; then we have 
(Y, XA> = Jx (Y, x> %w, Vy E E. 
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Let h be the mapping from ml(X) to X defined by h(h) = x,+ . It 
is obvious from the definition of the barycenter of a probability 
measure that h is a continuous mapping, hence h is a measurable 
mapping from (roZl(X), S(!UV(X))) to (X, X). 
For any w  in 52, T( w  is a convex metrizable compact space; since ) 
f(w) belongs to T(o), there exists a probability measure concentrated 
on r(w) whose barycenter is f(w); this implies that f(w) belongs to 
h(&,(o))* BY 7IJ-l eorem 5 there exists a measurable selection A of Zr 
such that for any w  in Q: 
(Y,f(wD = J-x (Y, x> Ud4, VY E E, 
and this shows Proposition 4. 
We may finally give a more general result. 
THEOREM 7. Let E,’ be the weak dual of a separable Frechet space E 
and b(E,‘) its Bore1 a-field. Let P be a set-valued function defined on a 
complete measurable space (In, 8) with values in nonempty convex 
compact subsets of E,‘, whose graph G(P) belongs to % @ b(E,‘). Let 
‘W(E,‘) be the space of probability measures on E,’ equipped with the 
narrow topology, and !ZS(!W(E,‘)) be its Bore1 o-field. Let f be a measurable 
selection of F. Then there exists a measurable mapping A from (Q, ‘3) to 
(W(E,‘), S(!W(E,‘))) such that for any w in Q 
(a) L(ri~)) = 1, 
04 <r,f (WI> = .L,n (Y, x> UW, VY E E. 
Proof. E is a Frechet space so that there exists in E a countable 
fundamental system ( V,JnpN of neighborhoods of the origin. Let Vno 
be the polar subset of V, in E’. Vno is a metrizable compact space 
in E,’ (E is separable and Vno is equicontinuous) and the union 
Es’ = Une~ Vno is a completely regular Lusin space. 
We know [5, p. 62, Cor. 21 that ‘W(E,‘) is a completely regular 
Lusin space. By [5, p. 60, Prop. 81 there exists a homeomorphism rr, 
from !JZ( V,“) equipped with the narrow topology onto the subspace 
of iml(E,‘) whose elements are the measures concentrated on V%O. 
Let 
Q,’ = {w E 52 1 r(w) c V,O} 
camp Q,’ = P camp Vno = (w E f.2 1 r(w) n camp Vno # a) 
camp Qfi’ is the projection on Q of G(r) n Sz x camp V,O. Since 
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G(I’) belongs to 2I @ b(E,‘), by Theorem 4, camp Q,’ belongs to ‘11, 
and Sz,’ belongs to % too. 
Let us show that IR = (JneN Qn’. For any o in Q, r(w) is contained 
in the polar subset V” of a neighborhood V of the origin. The sequence 
(VJM is fundamental in E so that there exists a neighborhood Vn, 
such that Vn, C V, and 
T(w) c v”c v;, 
this implies that OJ belongs to QI,, . 
Let us define a countable partition (Qnn)neN on Q: 
Q, = Q,‘\ u Qif 
l&n-l 
and let 
Bz, ={AnQ,IAE%}, Vn’nN. 
Let r, be the restriction of r to Q, . 
l-,(w) = r(w) c vn’no, VuJEl2,, 
G(r,) = G(r) n 0, x Vno. 
r, takes values in nonempty closed convex subsets of the convex 
compact space Vno, and its graph G(r,) belongs to ‘9X, @ 23( Vno). 
Let f, be the restriction off to Q, . fn is a measurable selection of 
r, . By Proposition 4, there exists a measurable mapping A, from 
(Qn, , a,) to (‘W( Vno), S(!W( V,“))) such that for any w in Sz,: 
(4 ~n$sJ>> = 1, 
(b) <xfnW> = ho- (Y, x> h&W~ VY E E. 
Let us define a mapping A from (Q, 91) to (W(E,‘), B(‘W(E,‘))) by 
Given any o in Sz, A, is a probability measure concentrated on 
&J) = l-(w). 
Given any y in E and any w in 52, we have 
We now achieve the proof of the theorem by showing that A is 
measurable. 
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2t is complete. Let us show that the u-fields 2fI, also are complete. 
Let A be in ‘$i, . Given any bounded positive measure p on (Q, 2l), let 
pn be the measure induced by p on Q,; A is pn-measurable; since Sz, 
belongs to 2I, A is also p-measurable. A is universally measurable in Sz, 
so that A belongs to $1 = 21. Since A is included in Q, , A belongs 
to 211, and a, = ‘u, . 
This implies that the mapping n, o A, = AIn, is a measurable 
mapping from (Q, , 2t,) to (!W(E,‘), S(‘W(E,I))), so that A is 
a measurable mapping from (Q, 2I) to (2JF(E,‘), 23(2JP(E,‘))). 
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